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Successful IAM — Simple, Business Driven and Secure

Sessions mapped to your key priorities
Today’s identity and access management (IAM) landscape is littered with implementations gone wrong. As mobile and cloud upend 
traditional best practices, IAM must find new ways to rein in complexity and deliver results.

Attend the Identity & Access Management Summit to benefit from sessions addressing your key IAM challenges.

1 How do I start and manage an IAM program? How do 
I raise the maturity level of IAM in my organization and 
avoid common pitfalls?

•	 How	to	Start	an	IAM	Program	

•	 Developing	the	Key	Competencies	of	the	IAM	Team

•	 Bad	Practices:	IAM	Horror	Stories

•	 The	Gartner	ITScore	Maturity	Model	for	IAM

2 What legal and regulatory challenges do I face regarding 
privacy and what are my options for tackling them?

•	 Privacy	and	the	Internet	of	Things:	Risks,	Benefits	and	How	
to	Avoid	Crossing	the	Creepy	Line

•	 Where	is	my	(Identity)	Data?	Global	IT	Infrastructure	and	
Local	Privacy	Concerns	

•	 Consumer	Identity	Data:	The	New	Gold?

•	 Implications	of	Accepting	Social	Identities	

•	 What	can	we	expect	from	the	Upcoming	EU	Data	Protection	
Regulation?

3 How should I architect my IAM infrastructure, and choose 
IAM standards, technologies and tools?

•	 Seven	Supporting	Services	That	Application	Owners	Will	
Demand	from	the	IAM	Team

•	 Achieving	Success	With	Role	Management

•	 Selecting	the	Right	Identity	Governance	and	Administration	
Tool for the Job

•	 Deploying	Identity	Functions	to	Protect	APIs

•	 Building	a	Constituent-aware	IAM	Infrastructure

•	 Open	Source	IAM

4 How do I increase the security posture of my organization?

•	 iPhones,	iPads,	Androids	+	SSO,	VPN,	DLP,	SWG	=	
Achieving	Enterprise	Mobility	Securely

•	 The	Five	Styles	of	Advanced	Threat	Defense

•	 The	Cyber	Threat	Landscape

•	 Top	Security	Trends	and	Takeaways	for	2014	and	2015

5 How can IAM help me position my organization for digital 
business? How can I take advantage of the Nexus of 
Forces: mobile, cloud, social media, and big data?

•	 How	IAM	Can	Help	Tame	the	Digital	Dragon

•	 Digital	Security	Defined	for	IAM	Practitioners

•	 The	Identity	of	Things	for	the	Internet	of	Things

6 How do I manage identities and access for customers and 
other external users?

•	 Consumer	Identity	Data:	The	New	Gold?

•	 Implications	of	Accepting	Social	Identities

•	 Strangers	at	Your	Door?	Utilizing	Identity	Proofing	and	
Adaptive	Access	Controls	to	Verify	and	Authenticate	
Consumers

•	 Building	a	Constituent-aware	IAM	Infrastructure

7 How do I protect my data, applications and APIs?

•	 Data	Access	Governance	for	Data	in	the	Wild

•	 Stop	Protecting	Your	Applications:	It’s	Time	for	Them	to	
Protect Themselves

•	 Applications	and	Data	Security	Beyond	IAM

8 What are the best practices for authentication and single 
sign-on across multiple devices and technologies?

•	 Simplifying	User	Authentication

•	 How	to	Architect	Your	Authentication	Infrastructure	for	
Mobility

•	 Strangers	at	Your	Door?	Utilizing	Identity	Proofing	and	
Adaptive	Access	Controls	to	Verify	and	Authenticate	
Consumers

•	 Single	Sign-on:	Start	simply	and	inexpensively	THEN	get	
Fancy!

•	 How	to	Architect	Your	Authentication	Infrastructure	for	
Mobility

9 What are the social aspects of managing identities? How 
does understanding human behavior help build a secure 
environment, and what skill sets do you need to train your 
users for?

•	 People-Centric	Security:	Case	Studies	and	Best	Practices

•	 Developing	the	Key	Competencies	of	the	IAM	Team

•	 The	Dark	Side	of	the	Nexus	and	the	Digital	Workplace
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